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PETER VERHAGEN

Studies in Indo-Tibetan Buddhist Hermeneutics (1)
I s s u e s o f Interpretation and Translation in the
M i n o r W o r k s of Si-tu Pan-chen Chos-kyi-'byuri-gnas
(16997-1774)*

1. The historical figure Si-tu Pan-chen Chos-kyi-' byun-gnas.
The religious erudite whose work will be the focus of this paper, was a
man of many talents. Usually known as Si-tu Pan-chen, the 'Great
Scholar [pandita] [of the] Si-tu [lineage]', he was one of the key figures
in the cultural life of Tibet in the eighteenth century. Let me begin with
a few remarks on the life and times of this remarkable personage. 1
He was born towards the end of 1699 or early 1700 (depending on
which calendar we follow) in the area of the town of Sde-dge in the
Eastern Tibetan province of Khams, his mother, Gan-bzan Khra-'gu-ma,
hailing from the family of A-gro Tä-dben Gu-sri. In his early youth he
was recognized as the eighth, or according to a different calculation, the
twelfth reincarnation in the Ta'i Si-tu lineage of (then) Lho Karmadgon within the Karma-pa Bka'-brgyud-pa tradition, and duly installed
by the eighth 'Red Hat' Karma-pa hierarch Dpal-chen Chos-kyi-don'grub (1695-1732). He received the ordination names Chos-kyi-'byungnas Phrin-las-kun-khyab Ye-ses-dpal-bzan-po in 1707, and Karma
Bstan-pa'i-iiin-byed Gtsug-lag-chos-kyi-snan-ba when taking his
upäsaka vows in 1708. 2

* Originally presented as a paper at the Xllth Congress of the International
Association of Buddhist Studies, Lausanne, August 23-28 1999, under the title
"Interpretation and Translation. Hermeneutical issues in the minor works of Si-tu
Pan-chen Chos-kyi-'byun-gnas." This research was made possible by a subsidy
of the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (Nederlandse Organisatie
voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek, NWO).
1. This biographical notice is primarily based on Smith's introduction ad CHANDRA
(ed.) 1968 and on KHETSUN SANGPO 1973-1980, 7: 589-617.
2. He continued using both names, or, in most cases, detachable parts of both
names, throughout his life. Chos-kyi-'byun-gnas may very well be the most
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After his studies in Central Tibet (1712-1715) and Khams (17151721) his "star" rose quickly. He quickly acquired great fame as a religious scholar and spiritual authority. He also stood on the best of terms
with important secular leaders of the time, most notably with Bstan-patshe-rin, the king of Sde-dge (1678-1738), who founded Dpal-spuhs
monastery as a new seat for the Si-tu lineage, but also with rulers from
Central Tibet such as Pho-lha-nas and Mdo-mkhar zabs-druri Tshe-rindban-rgyal (1697-1763), by whom he was received in Lha-sa in 1738.
Of great significance was also his association with Kah-thog Tshe-dbanor-bu (1698-1755), 3 a Rnin-ma-pa spiritual master and scholar with
close ties with the Bka'-brgyud-pa as well, who since their meeting in
1720 became a close friend and influential associate of Si-tu until Kahthog's demise in 1755. Most notable perhaps was Kah-thog's role in Situ's conversion to the gzan-ston doctrine of the Jo-nan-pas.
In addition to his importance as a religious and political 4 figure, he
was a man associated with great intellectual and artistic achievements.
Perhaps his traditional fame in Tibet lies mainly in his work as a grammarian and linguist. His most important single work as a scholar probably is his extensive commentary on the two seminal treatises of Tibetan
grammar, Sum cu pa and Rtags kyi 'jug pa, which constitutes a landmark in the history of Tibetan indigenous linguistics, and which, parenthetically, was written at the behest of Mdo-mkhar zabs-dru in 1744. 5
Perhaps more broadly significant was his involvement in editorial
projects at the printing house of Derge, paramount of which was his
supervision of the editing of Bka' 'gyur, between 1731 and 1733, which
by modern scholarship is considered as the generally most reliable and
accurate of the canonical blockprint editions.

frequent form of his name; Bstan-pa'i-nin-byed and (Gtsug-lag-) Chos-kyi-snanba are used quite frequently as well.
3. Cf. e.g. RICHARDSON 1967: 7-8.
4. Note for instance his possible role as an ambassador from the Tibetan government during his second journey to Nepal in 1748, cf. Smith introd. CHANDRA
1968: 11.
5. Yul gans can pcCi brda yan dag par sbyor ba'i bstan bcos kyi bye brag sum cu
pa dan rtags kyi 'jug pa'i giun gi mam par bead pa mkhas pa'i mgul rgyan mu
tig phren mdzes, coll. works vol. 6 title no. 4, 85 ff., facs. ed. SHERAB
GYALTSEN 1990-6: 447-617.
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His prime scholarly interest evidently lay in linguistics, covering
several fields such as grammar, prosody, poetics and lexicography. 6
However, he also developed considerable expertise in other fields of
secular learning. He was famous for his medical skills even in the
highest circles in Khams. I should also mention his unique position in
the field of the visual arts, particularly painting, where he not only
functioned as a tremendously important patron, but was also an artist of
brilliant genius himself.7
2. Collected works ofSi-tu

Pan-chen.

The xylograph edition of the collected works of Si-tu Pan-chen was
produced in Sde-dge, in his home monastery Dpal-spuns, some years
after the master's demise. 8 The Bka'-'bum,
consisting of fourteen
volumes, have become accessible to the academic world in a facsimile
reprint, published by Sherab Gyaltsen in 1990.
The great diversity in talents and interests of Si-tu Pan-chen is clearly
reflected in his collected writings. All in all, linguistics and historiography are the predominant genres, occupying more than six 9 and three 10
volumes respectively. But, in addition to that, his collected works offer
an impressive and occasionally surprising array of genres and topics. In
view of Si-tu's affiliation with the Karma-pa Bka'-brgyud tradition, it
stands to reason that we find a considerable number of his works dealing
with the lore of Tantric Buddhism, in the form of liturgical and medita-

6. Cf. RUEGG 1995: 119-124, 126, 128-130, 135, 147, HSGLT 1: 174, 176, 192193, 199, 201, 215-216, HSGLT 2: 107-136, 161-180, 204-207, 212.
7. Cf. the chapter on Si-tu Pan-chen in the outstanding study on the history of
Tibetan painting, JACKSON 1996: 259-287.
8. Cf. Smith introd. ad CHANDRA (ed.) 1968: 10.
9. The volumes 1-6 are completely devoted to linguistical materials, and we find
individual titles on this topic in vols. 7 (title nos. 11 and 12) and 10 (title nos. 7,
8, 10, 11); thirteen texts on Sanskrit grammar are described in HSGLT 2: 106136, 161-180.
10. Volumes 11 and 12 being entirely devoted to a collection of biographies of major
Karma-pa masters, and volume 14 containing the master's autobiography, edited
posthumously by his disciple Ba'i-lo (or 'Be-lo) Tshe-dban-kun-khyab on the
basis of Si-tu's diaries (also in facs. ed. CHANDRA 1968); further historiographical materials in vol. 8 (title no. 5), vol. 9 (certains sections of the Bka'
'gyur dkar-chag) and vol. 10 (title no. 1).
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tional manuals, 11 commentaries, 12 hymns and prayers, 13 mantra-collections, 14 and such like.
Almost the entire ninth volume of his collected works is taken up by
the 'catalogue' (dkar chag) that Si-tu wrote for the Sde-dge xylograph
edition of BkcC 'gyur, the editing of which he himself had supervised in
the years 1731-1733. 15 This version of the dkar chag, in eight chapters,
filling 260 folios, is different from the one as contained in the Sde-dge
edition of the canon which consists of five chapters, occupying some
170 folios. 16 It is in fact the version which Si-tu had written initially,
but had been deemed too long by certain authorities involved in the
project, and had consequently been reduced to the five-chapter version
which was actually included in the canon. 17 Finally, a last major work
that should be mentioned here is Si-tu's commentary on the
Abhidharma-kosa.x 8
Among his minor works we also find materials of considerable interest
on a wide range of topics. 19 Among these I might mention collections of
answers to questions (dris Ian),20 works on astrology, 21 a translation of a
Svayambhü-puränä22
an inventory description of a reliquary stüpa,

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.

Vol. 7 title no. 4, vol. 8 title nos. 3, 12,13 and 16, vol. 10 title nos. 3, 12-14.
Vol. 7 title nos. 2 and 3, vol. 8 title nos. 1 and 2.
Vol. 7 title no. 10, vol. 8 title nos. 4, 9, 11,17 and 18.
Vol. 7 title no. 9, and many minor works.
Bde bar g segs pa'i bkcC gans can gyi brdas drafts pa'i phyi mo'i tshogsji sited
pa par du bsgrubs pa'i tshul las fie bar brtsams pa'i gtam bzari po bio Idan mo s
pa'i kunda yons su kha bye ba'i zla 'od gzon nvCi 'khri sin ies by a ba, vol. 9 f.
l-260r5, facs. ed. SHERAB GYALTSEN 1990-9: 1-523/524.
Cf. VOSTRIKOV 1970: 210-212.
Cf. EIMER 1985; for the mention of the earlier, longer version, cf. autobiography,
f. 77r2-3, ed. CHANDRA 1968: 153, IMAEDA 1981: 229.
Chos mnon pa mdzod kyi tshig don mam par 'grel pa brgya byin thog pa 7 nor
bu'i 'odsnan, vol. 13, title no. 1, 341 ff., facs. ed. SHERAB GYALTSEN 1990-13:
1-683.
Especially in vols. 7 and 8 we find miscellaneous shorter works.
Vol. 8, title no. 6, 7 and 8.
Vol. 7 title no. 6, 7 and 8.
Bal yul ran byun mchod rten chen po'i lo rgyus, 14 ff., facs. ed. SHERAB
GYALTSEN 1990-7: 229-257; referred to in his autobiography, under the year
1748, mentioning that he acquired a manuscript of a concise Svayambhü-puräna
by Samantabhadra in Nepal, and commenced a translation of it, (ed. CHANDRA
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possibly that of Kah-thog Tshe-dban-nor-bu (1698-1755) 2 3 and a
description of Si-tu Pan-chen's stüpa by his pupil Ba'i-lo Tshe-dbankun-khyab. 24
3. Hermeneutical

issues.

In the minor works of Si-tu Pan-chen we find that a number of what
might be called "hermeneutical" topics, that is issues related to the interpretation of texts, come to the fore. In this paper I will limit myself to a
few observations on two such issues, namely the use of etymologies
(3.1) including also the type of hermeneutical etymologies (3.2) and the
practice and principles of translating (3.3), and in that connection, of
textual criticism (3.4).
3.1. Etymology.
In one of three compilations of answers to questions (dris Ian) in his
collected works, the one briefly entitled Nor bu'i me Ion,25 Si-tu Panchen addresses some etymological issues. In particular in his reply to the
ninth question in the first section, he provides etymologies for a number
of problematic terms. 26
In this connection he distinguishes two types of words: on the one
hand, what he calls "random words" Çdod rgyal gyi sgra), terms which
are not grammatically analyzable, but which have an ultimately arbitrary
form and are purely conventionally associated with a specific meaning.

23.

24.

25.

26.

1968: 267): sa mania bha dras swa yam bhu pu ra na bsdus pa de khyer by un /
bod shad du bsgyur btii dbu tshugs, cf. Smith introd. ed. CHANDRA 1968: 11.
Dpal mchog reg pa medpa'i mchod rten gyi snan brnan dge legs 'dod rgu'i
char "bebs kyi dkar chag utpa la'i phren ba, 7 ff., facs. ed. SHERAB GYALTSEN
1990-13: 725-738.
Byams mgon bstan pa'i nin byed kyi chos sku'i mchod rten mthon grol chen
mo'i dkar chag rdzogs Idan gyi bskal bzan 'dren pa'i 'khor lo rin po ehe, 20 ff.,
facs. ed. SHERAB GYALTSEN 1990-13: 685-724.
Full title Rje btsun mchog gi sprul pa'i sku dgyes par byed pa 7 dri Ian nor bu'i
me Ion zes bya ba, Bka'-'bum vol. 8, 31 ff.; N.B. correct the order of folios in
facs. ed. SHERAB GYALTSEN 1990-8: 377-384, 323-326, 389-394, 333-334,
397-436, 375/376; I have discussed other passages from the same text in
Verhagen 1997.
Op. cit., f. 3r3-4r2, inter alia dealing with the terms rgya-gar, rgya-nag, Bhota,
Magadha and Oddiyäna.
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The second type he terms "derivative word" (rjes sgrub kyi sgra)21 or
"conditioned word" [?] (rgyu mtshan gyi sgra), that is a term which
through linguistic analysis can be shown to derive from other lexemes or
grammatical elements.
This dichotomy is used - in various ramifications and often integrated
into a more complex paradigm - in several other Indo-Tibetan linguistic
sources, for instance in Smra sgo, the eleventh-century grammatical
treatise by Smrtijnânakïrti and its vrtti2* and in works by Sa-skya
Pandita, namely his Sgra la 'jug pa,29 a text which is for the most part
based on Smra sgo,30 and his scholastic manual Mkhas pa mams 'jug
pa'i sgo.31
It seems possible, to a certain extent, to connect the Tibetan term 'dod
rgyal gyi sgra with the Sanskrit yad-rcchä-sabda
also referring to an
arbitrary term for which no analysis or etymology can be provided. The
term is found in the restricted sense of "proper name" in Indie
linguistics, 3 2 but also in Buddhist contexts, for instance in Dignäga's
Pramäna-samuccaya-vrtti.
Dignäga introduces the notion in connection
with the concept of kalpanâ "conceptual construction", as one of five
categories of words. 33
27. Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo: 'dod rgyal (-gyi sgra, -gyi min) = nés tshig gi
'''grel bead dan rgyu mtshan gan yan brjod rgyu medpar ran 'dod kho nas thog
mar sbyar ba'i brda.
28. Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo: rjes grub = min brda 'dogs tshul zig ste I dnos
po byun ba'i rjes su 'dra 'brel gan run gi rgyu mtshan la brten nas btags pa'i
min I dper na I khyi gu kha ehe sna nag la sen ge ies btags pa ha bu 'dra ba
rgyu mtshan du byas nas btags pa daft I ni ma'i 'od zer la ni ma ies btags pa Ita
bu 'brel ba rgyu mtshan du byas nas btags pa'o, and rjes grub kyi min (with
synonym rjes grub sgra) = fies tshig gam rgyu mtshan la brten nas btags pa'i
min.
29. Smra sgo mtshon cha, 11. 177-198, and vrtti ad idem; on these texts, cf. HSGLT
2: 37-57.
30. Sa skya bka' 'bum, tha f. 227r2-228r3; on this text, cf. HSGLT 2: 64-65.
31. Sub 1.17, Sa skya bka' 'bum, tha 168r3-4 and sub 11.10, Sa skya bka' 'bum, tha
194v5; on this text, cf. JACKSON 1987: 39-42, 191-248.
32. Mahäbhäsya ad Pänini 1.1.2, catustayï sabdänäm pravrttih: jätisabdä
gunasabdä kriyäsabdä yadrcchäsabdäs caturthäh; cf. e.g. HATTORI 1968:
83-84, ABHYANKAR 1977: 3i3, BRONKHORST 1998: 249).
33. Pramäna-samuccaya-vrtti ad kärikä I3d: yadrechäsabdesu hi nämnä visisto
'rtha ueyate dittheti (HATTORI 1968: 83), "In the case of arbitrary words
(yadrechä-sabda, proper nouns), a thing (artha) distinguished by a name
(näman) is expressed by a word [such as] "Dittha"." (HATTORI 1968: 25); the
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The distinction of analyzable versus unanalyzable lexemes is applied in
the first excerpt from Si-tu's dris Ian:
[The term] Bhota is well-known and established in all of Äryadesa as the name
for Tibet. Nevertheless, as I do not know the verbal root [from which the form
Bhota is derived], I do not know in what meaning it occurs here. Similarly, one
cannot discern whether it is a "random" [= unanalyzable] [word] or a "derivative"
[word].
In general it appears to be what is known as a "random" [word], and [the
Tibetan word] bod, in its turn, appears to be a corruption of that [Sanskrit term
Bhota].34
We see here that Si-tu Pan-chen is at a loss to find an etymology for
Bhota, the Sanskrit word for Tibet. Not being able to trace a Sanskrit
verbal root for the term, he - provisionally - assigns it to the category
of "random" or unanalyzable lexemes. Another interesting aspect of his
treatment of this term, is his conception of the Tibetan name of Tibet,
bod, as a corruption of Sanskrit Bhota, in other words apparently as a
loanword from Sanskrit. He apparently does not take into consideration
the possibility of the reverse derivation being the case, namely that the
Sanskrit term is based on the Tibetan.
3.2. Hermeneutical etymology.
In a recent publication Prof. RUEGG formulated an apt description of a
type of etymology that is frequently found in Buddhist textual interpretation and that could properly be termed "hermeneutical etymologies."
He defines this type of etymologies, which he also dubs nirukta-type
etymologies, as follows:
non-historical - i.e. "synchronie" as opposed to historical-linguistic or diachronic
- quasi etymological explanations which, although not founded on the linguist's
other four categories: (2) jäti-sabda "genus-words" "common nouns", example
go 'cow', (3) guna-sabda "quality-words", "adjectives", ex. sukla 'white', (4)
kriyä-sabda "action-words", "verbal nouns", ex. päcaka 'cook[ing]' and (5)
dravya-sabda "substance-words", ex. dandin 'staff-bearer' (HATTORI 1968: 25,
83). The two canonical translations of Pramäna-samuccaya-vrtti (Peking no.
5700 & 5702) have 'dod rgyal ba'i sgra for yad-rechâ-sabda, cf. HATTORI
1968: 176, 14a4 & 177, 94b4; I owe this reference to a personal communication
of Prof. Jackson, Hamburg, December 1996.
34. Dris Ian Nor bu'i me Ion, excerpt question no. 9, f. 3v5-6: / bod kyi skad dod
du I bho ta zes pa 'phags yul thams cad du yons su grags sin grub pa y in na'an
skad kyi by ins ma 'tshal bas don gan du 'gyur ma ses sin I de biin du 'dod rgyal
dan rjes sgrub kyi min gan y in yan ma phyed mod I phal cher 'dod rgyal du
grags pa y in 'dra ste I bod ces pa'an de zur chag par snan ba'i phyir ro I
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strict morphological-historical derivation, are meant to convey a value (or, indeed,
the true but perhaps hidden sense) of the word being explained.35
This type of etymology 36 does indeed occur with considerable frequency
in the Buddhist commentarial literature. For instance, among the 413
Sanskrit entries discussed in the eighth-century Sgra sbyor bam po gnis
pa (to which I shall return shortly), I have counted fourteen unmistakable cases of this type of etymology. 37
A very well-known example is the association of the term Bhagavat3S
with the verb bhanj 'to defeat', usually in a phrase such as "he who has
defeated the defilements etc." (klesädikam bhagnavän),39 or "he who has
defeated the four Maras"
(bhagna-mära-catustaya).40
Even though the hermeneutical etymology does not reflect the analysis
of the grammarians of a given form, and the science of grammar is held
in the highest esteem, both in the Indie culture in general, as well as in
the Buddhist context in India and Tibet, this does not imply a depreciation of the hermeneutical etymology as such. On the contrary, the
hermeneutical etymology serves a purpose, which is, from the viewpoint
of the Buddhist exegetes, at least as important as, if not more important
than the grammatically well-founded analysis of the word: it brings out
the contextually determined semantics and the functional aspects of the
term far more than mere grammatical analysis can.
In fact, at quite a few occasions the analyses provided by vyäkarana
and nirukta can be found together, in the same context, providing two
35. RUEGG 1998: 118-119.
36. Occurring also in pre- and non-Buddhist contexts in Sanskrit literature, from
Nirukta and Brähmanas onwards; cf. e.g. BRONKHORST: "Les éléments linguistiques porteurs de sens dans la tradition grammaticale du Sanskrit," Histoire
Épistémologie Langage, 20.1 (1998): 30-32.
37. HSGLT 1: 21-22; to these may also be added the entry täyin, cf. RUEGG (1998:
120).
38. Which should of course according to grammatical conventions be derived from a
noun bhaga 'share', 'fortune', etc., with secondary suffix vat (in Pâninian
technical terms matUP) with possessive function.
39. E.g. Abhisamayälamkäräloka 7.25ff, SlMONSSON 1957: 267; cf. also Prajfiävarman's commentary ad Udbhatasvâmin's Visesastava verse 1, ed. SCHNEIDER
1993: 80-81.
40. E.g. Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa entry 2, ed. ISHIKAWA 1990: 6; cf. HSGLT 1:
26, RUEGG 1998: 120; both etymologies are referred to e.g. in Buddhaguhya's
commentary on the Mahä-vairocanäbhisambodhi Tantra, cf. ed. MlYASAKA
1995: 37.
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perspectives on the term at hand, and viewed more as complementary,
not as mutually exclusive. Examples of this combining of viewpoints are
the entries dealing with the terms Bhagavat and Arhat in Sgra sbyor bam
po gnis pa.41 In both treatments a grammatically sound and a hermeneutical etymology are juxtaposed, and it is most telling that in both
instances the ultimately adopted Tibetan translation was based on the
hermeneutical and not on the grammatical analysis.
A fine example of the relationship of complementarity existing
between the two disciplines of vyakarana and nirukta can be found in
another passage from Si-tu's dris Ian, discussing the etymology of the
name Magadha. 42
As regards [the name] Magadha, this is a contraction, with elision of certain
phonemes [or: syllables?], of *madhya-gata-dhara, in correspondence with the
[so-called] prsodara [formations]. Therefore it is proper [for the translation] to
be dbus 'gyur "chart, and this [translation] is proper, as it accords with the statements in the basic texts of Äryadesa. Moreover, [this translation is proper] on
account of the fact that [Magadha] is the centre of [all] countries.43
The etymology that Si-tu proposes here, involves the derivation of the
three syllables of the term Ma-ga-dha from the initial syllables of the
constituents of the compound term madhya-gata-dhara
'holding what
occurs [?] in the centre' or 'holding what moves in the centre'. At first
sight this would seem to be a purely hermeneutical etymology, with no
connection with grammatical derivation whatsoever. However, we see
that Si-tu does call upon a grammatical rule to account for this formation in terms of a vyutpatti, a 'grammatical derivation', rather than a
nirukta-type etymology. He refers to the so-called prsodara, or more

41. For the grammatical analysis of Bhagavat, cf. HSGLT 1: 24-26, for the
'hermeneutical etymology' of that term cf. supra; on the analyses of Arhat, cf.
infra, sub 3.3. Note also the juxtaposition of the two analyses of the term
Bhagavat in Buddhasânti's commentary on Candragomin's Desanästava 40ab,
cf. HAHN 1993: 54-55.
42. This passage I have also studied in the third title in the present series "Studies in
Indo-Tibetan Buddhist Hermeneutics," bearing the subtitle "Grammatical Models
in Buddhist Formulas," to be published in the Proceedings of the ninth Seminar
of the International Association of Tibetan Studies, Leiden, June 24-30, 2000.
43. Dris Ian Nor bu'i me loti, excerpt question no. 9, f. 3v6-4rl : I ma ga dha ies pa I
ma dhya ga ta dha ra mams pr so da ra bzin du yi ge gian phyis nas bsdus pas
I dbus 'gyur 'chart y in par 'phags yul gyi gzuri mams las 'byun bas de nid Itar
'thad ein I de yan yul dbus y in pa'i rgyu mtshan gyis so /.
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precisely the prsodarädi rule 44 which provides for an open-ended gana
of compound formations involving morphological irregularities such as
elision, augmentation or substitution. The rule has prsodara (from prsad
+ udara45) as the heading term. Taking resource to precisely this prsodarädi sütra to account for all kinds of irregular formations involving
elision of parts of stems, is not unusual in Mahäyäna
commentarial
literature. We find it for instance in Candrakïrti's
Madhyamakävatära.46
I have thus far not been able to trace any Sanskrit sources for this or a
comparable etymology for the toponym Magadha.
We find that the Tibetan translators have followed two approaches visà-vis the term Magadha. One option was to leave the name untranslated,
usually prefixing the Tibetan categoric term 47 yul, 'country', as is the
case in the Mahävyutpatti lexicon. 48 Alternatively, when the term WAS
translated, it is apparent that the present etymology lies at the basis of
the usual Tibetan translation of the term Magadha that Si-tu cites here,
namely dbus 'gyur 'chart lit. 'holding what occurs [or: changes ?] in the
centre'. 4 9
So here we have again a clear example of the complementary nature of
the relationship between grammatical derivation and hermeneutical

44. Panini 6.3.109: prsodaradïni yathopadistam (Kasika: prsodaradïni sabdarupani
yesu lopägamavarnavikäräh sästrena na vihitä drsyante ca täni yathopadistäni
sädhüni bhavanti) and Candra 5.2All: prsodaradïni (vrtti: prsodaradïni sabdarüpäni sädhüni bhavanti), no parallel sütra in Kätantra; cf. CARDONA 1988:
639-643, OBERLIES 1989: 255-257.
45. In fact analyzed as a bahuvrïhi compound, prsad udaram yasya sa 'he whose
belly [udara] is spotted [prsad\\
46. Ad the term Mahâyâna, cf. SCHERRER-SCHAUB 1994: 262-263.
47. Note that the precepts on translating technique in the introductory section of Sgra
sbyor bam po gnis pa stipulate the prefixing with a Tibetan term indicating the
semantical category, when an Indie term or name is left untranslated, which is
specifically allowed for the names of countries, persons, flowers, trees etc.; ed.
ISHIKAWA 1990: 3, SIMONSSON 1957: 253-254, VERHAGEN 1996: 285.
48. Mahävyutpatti 3594 (sub Cakra-varti-räjas:) *Magadhä-räja = ma ga dhd'i
rgyal po\ 4121 (sub yul gyi mi) Magadha - yul ma ga dha.
49. Attested as translation for Magadha (and some derivations from that name) in the
Tibetan version (by Za-lu Chos-skyon-bzan-po, 1441-1528) of the Visva-locana
lexicon, ed. Lozang JAMSPAL 1992: no. 451, 767, 953, 1063; cf. also CHOSGRAGS (n.d): 499 dbus 'gyur 'chart = rdo rje gdan rgya gar yul dbus, bod rgya
tshig mdzod chen mo: dbus 'gyur 'chart = rgya gar gyi yul dbus rdo rje gdan.
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etymology. The point well made by Prof. RUEGG recently 50 namely that
such an interpretative and synchronie etymology should not necessarily
be regarded as a popular or naïve, and therefore less valid one opposed
to the linguistic etymology, is corroborated here once more. With its
non- or para-grammatical techniques of association through assonance or
paronomasia and through conceptual connections, the hermeneutical
etymology emphasizes and elucidates aspects of function and meaning
that remain largely hidden from the eye when merely a strictly grammatical analysis is applied to the term.
3.3. Translating.
As rightly observed by Prof. RUEGG in a 1973 article, 51 the Tibetan
scholarly world offers remarkably little theoretical treatment of the principles and techniques of translating. This is perhaps somewhat surprising
in the light of the enormous corpora of translated literature which were
produced by the Tibetan Buddhists in the course of the centuries. The
oldest and by far most significant treatment of the principles relevant for
the work of the translator is found in Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa,52 the
eighth-century commentary on a selection of entries in Mahävyutpatti,
the normative Sanskrit-Tibetan lexicon for the translators. 53 The introductory section of Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa consists mainly of the
protocol of a royal edict regulating the translating activities. 54 In it a
number of principles and rules-of-thumb are set forth, which the translators are required to follow.
An interesting later paraphrase of the gist of these principles can be
found in a work attributed to the fifth Dalai Lama Nag-dban Blo-bzanrgya-mtsho (1617-1682). 55 A third important source on this topic that
should be mentioned here, is Dag y ig mkhas pa'i 'by un gnas, a TibetanMongol lexicon by Lcarï-skya Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje (1717-1786). In the 1973
article mentioned above, Prof. RUEGG edited and translated sections
50. RUEGG 1998: 119 note 9.
51. RUEGG 1973: 257L
52. Critical ed. ISHIKAWA 1990, cf. SlMONSSON 1957: 238-280, HSGLT 1: 15-45,
VERHAGEN 1992-1993, 1996: 283-286.
53. For Mahävyutpatti I refer to ed. SAKAKI 1916-1925, following the entry numbering of that edition; ISHIHAMA & FUKUDA (1989) is a critical edition.
54. Ed. ISHIKAWA 1990: 1-5, cf. SlMONSSON 1957: 239-262, VERHAGEN 1996:
283-286; for an earlier version of this edict, cf. PANGLUNG 1994.
55. Cf. SCHERRER-SCHAUB 1999: 69, 76 n. 17.
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from this treatise, which outline principles of translation that correspond
closely to and are evidently based on the regulations set forth in Sgra
sbyor bam po gnis pa.
We can now add to these few sources, a brief discussion and explanation of some of the principles outlined in Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa
which are given by Si-tu Pan-chen in the dris Ian quoted above. This
passage is interesting, inter alia, for its adducing specific concrete
examples for principles that are abstractly stated in Sgra sbyor bam po
gnis pa. I refer to question no. 26 in the Dri Ian Nor bu'i me Ion,56
which requests explanation of three passages from the introductory
section of Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa.51
The first passage, dealing with some general circumstances leading to
the inclusion of lexical items in, and the formation of, the codified
lexicon, is explained by means of a paraphrase:
[As regards the first passage:] The Brahmin Ananta58 etc. had fixed [Tibetan]
terms for [specific Indie] terms from the Dharma which were unknown before in
Tibet, when they had translated [texts] from Sanskrit.
Because some [of these Tibetan terms] were not in accordance with the
meaning of the Word [of the Buddha] or the basic texts of grammar, they were
corrected in this period [or section?] of the later edict [i.e. later than the translators
Brahmin Ananta etc.] and the important [terms] that needed to be fixed in new
Tibetan terms were also added [to the register].59

56. Full title Rje btsun mchog gi sprul pcCi sku dgyes par byedpa'i dri Ian nor bu'i
me Ion tes bya ba, Bka'-'bum vol. 8, 31 ff.; question 26 = f. 10v6-llv5.
57. (1) bram ze ä nanda (...) gees so 'tshal gyis bsnan nas (= ed. ISHIKAWA 1990:
1.20-2.2), (2) 'jal dka' ba mams (...) min du btags nas (= ed. ISHIKAWA 1990:
2.6-10), (3) mam grans su (...) so sor btags pa biin du thogs sig (= ed.
ISHIKAWA 1990: 3.22-24.
58. I follow here the reading of this name by SCHERRER-SCHAUB (1999: 69);
another possible reading is 'Änanda', cf. e.g. SlMONSSON 1957: 243.
59. Dris Ian Nor bu'i me Ion, excerpt question no. 26, f. 1 lr3-5: bram ze ä nanda la
sogs pas bod du chos skad snar ma grags pa mams la legs sbyar gyi skad las
bsgyur te min gsar du btags pa 'g<z' zig gsun rab kyi don dan brda sprod kyi
gzuii dan mi mthun pa yod par 'dug pas de mams bkas bead phyi ma'i skabs
'dir bcos sin bod skad gsar du gdags 'os gal ehe ba mams kyan bsnan /;
paraphrasing Sgra sbyor bampo gnis pa, ed. ISHIKAWA 1990: 1-2; SlMONSSON
1957: 243-244: bram ze ä na nta la sogs pas chos kyi skad bod la ma grags pa
las min du btags pa man dag mchis pa'i nan nas kha cig chos kyi gzuri dan I byä
ka ra na'i lugs dan mi mthun te I mi bcos su mi run ba mams kyan bcos I skad
kyi min gees so 'tshal gyis kyan bsnan; cf. also SCHERRER-SCHAUB 1999: 69.
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The second passage formulates some general principles which were
followed in establishing the Tibetan translation terminology.
[As regards the second passage:] [A] For Sanskrit terms the meaning of which is
difficult to comprehend, after separation into the [constituent] words,60 and along
with an explanation of61 the basic constituents,62 [Tibetan translating terms] are
fixed [or: entered (into the register)].
[B] For [Sanskrit terms which are] easy to comprehend, after having been translated according to the [literal] meaning of the [Sanskrit] terms, [Tibetan] terms
have been fixed, and further explanation is not necessary.
[C] For some [Sanskrit] terms [Tibetan] terms have been fixed that are primarily
based on the meaning, which follows from [i.e.: is determined by] the
[contextual] use (Tib. 'jug pa) of the term.63
These [terms] have been fixed [in?] the Great, Middle and Small Vyutpatti.64
Si-tu paraphrases the passage and then quotes specific instances in Sgra
sbyor bam po gnis pa itself where the principle at hand is applied.

60. tshig, usually = 'bound, syntactic word form'.
61. N.B. genitive particle kyi, where Sgra sbyor has instrumental, gtan tshigs kyis
bsad, ed. ISHIKAWA 1990: 2 line 6-7.
62. gtan tshigs; or 'argument' (Skt. hetu)l
63. An alternative, I think less plausible translation would be: "(...) have been fixed
for which the meaning has been made to prevail over the analysis of the term,"
here particle las is taken as an ablativus comparationis, and the verb 'jug pa is
interpreted as 'understanding', 'comprehension', i.e. '[grammatical] analysis'.
64. Dris Ian Nor bu'i me Ion, excerpt question no. 26, f. 1 lr5-6: [A] legs sbyar gyi
sgra don bios gial dka' ba mams la tshig so sor phral nas gtan tshigs kyi bsad
pa dan bcas te bkod pa dan I [B] rtogs sla ba mams sgra don biin bsgyur nas
min btags pa bsad pa mi dgos pa dan I [C] skad kha cig la sgra 'jug pa las don
gtso bar by as nas min du btags te I bye brag rtogs byed ehe 'brin chun nu 'di
mams bkod pa y in 'dug pa; paraphrasing Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa, ed.
ISHIKAWA 1990: 2; SlMONSSON 1957: 244-246: [A] mjal dka' ba mams kyan
tshig so sor phral nas gtan tshigs kyis bsad de gzun du bris I [B] skad rkyan pa
bsad mi 'tshal ba sgra biin du bsgyur bar rigs pa mams kyan sgra btsan par
bgyis te min du btags I [C] skad kha cig don biin du gdags par rigs pa mams
kyan don btsan par bgyis te min du btags; cf. also SCHERRER-SCHAUB 1999:
72. Note that SlMONSSON's rendering of this passage differs occasionally from
Si-tu's interpretation, esp. sub (B) where SlMONSSON (1957: 245) has: "Einfache
Wörter dagegen, die sich nicht [auf die eben erwähnte Weise] erklären Hessen,
aber die dem Laut gemäss übersetzt werden konnten, wurden als Termini
festgelegt, indem die lautliche Gestalt zum festen [Ausgangspunkt] gemacht
wurde." I must admit I cannot really fathom SlMONSSON's interpretation here. It
is hard to see how the "lautliche Gestalt" (phonetic aspect?) of a term can be used
as the basis of a translation, unless the introduction as a loanword, leaving the
foreign term untranslated, were meant here, which clearly is not the case.
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It is noteworthy also that Si-tu still refers explicitly to three Vyutpatti
treatises here. Of course, it is well-known that the colophon of Sgra
sbyor bam po gnis pa mentions the three Vyutpattis, characterizing them
as 'Great', 'Middle' and 'Small'. 6 5 Modern scholarship has - I think
with good reason - assumed that the 'Great' Vyutpatti can be identified
as the Mahävyutpatti lexicon, and the 'Middle' one with its commentary, Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa itself. The third, 'Small' Vyutpatti,
would then refer to a document which is no longer extant. 66 Si-tu's
reference to the three does not necessarily indicate that the third was still
available to Si-tu: he might simply be echoing the words of Sgra sbyor
bam po gnis pa itself. But, it is conceivable that he still had access to
this third Vyutpatti.
Three procedures leading to inclusion in the standardized lexicon are
briefly outlined:
(A) For more difficult composite terms, an analysis into constituents
and an explanation of these constituents is provided.
(B) For less abstruse terms a literal translation, a rendering following
the '[literal] meaning of the term' 67 is appropriate.
(C) For some specific terms, however, a translation based on the
specific usage, is required. This amounts to the type of translations that
are based on what may be called a "hermeneutical etymology", the
usage- or function-based quasi etymologies that I have briefly discussed
earlier.
For each of the three procedures, Si-tu Pan-chen quotes an example
from the entries in Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa. The example of the first
method is the treatment of the entry Samyak-sambuddha^
which indeed
involves the division into constituent elements (samyak, sam and
buddha) as well as the explanation of one of the constituents (namely the
preposition sam) in this case by means of two glosses
(samantam
'totally' and sampürnam
'fully'). I have counted 24 entries in Sgra
sbyor bam po gnis pa where this procedure is followed. 69
The second method is exemplified by the treatment of the term
dänamaya-punya-kriyä-vastu
'abiding substance of meritorious deeds
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

Ed. ISHIKAWA 1990: 127, SEMONSSON 1957: 263.
Cf. SIMONSSON 1957: 227, URAY 1989: 3.
sgra don biin, f. Ilr5.
Sgra sbyor bampo gnis pa entry 5, ed. ISHIKAWA 1990: 8, cf. HSGLT 1: 23.
Cf. HSGLT 1:23.
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consisting of giving', 7 0 which indeed - at least for the part that Si-tu
quotes - consists of nothing but the one-by-one translation of the constituent elements into Tibetan. The procedure of separation of constituents and direct translation is very frequent in Sgra sbyor bam po
gnis pa; I have tallied 89 instances. 71
The third method - possibly the most interesting in the present context
- Si-tu refers to as the translation which is "semantically-oriented" (don
btsan par byas pa),12 in other words a translation based on a hermeneutical etymology, of which, as mentioned above, at least fourteen
examples can be found in Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa. The example here
is the entry on Arhat.13 In it, as mentioned earlier, two derivations are
introduced, one linguistically accurate, the other hermeneutical. The first
associates Arhat with the verb arh, 'to deserve', 'to be worthy', with the
phrase 'Because he deserves praise, he [is called] Arhaf (püjäm arhatïty
arhan). This reflects the grammatically accurate relation, as arhat is
ultimately of course an active present participle of that verb, literally
meaning 'deserving'. The alternative derivation is represented in the
phrase klesärin hatavän ity arhan 'Because he has killed the enemies,
namely the defilements, he is [called] Arhaf. It links the word Arhat
with Sanskrit nominals ari 'enemy' and hata- 'killed'. This association
has no grammatical foundation, of course, and can therefore be considered a hermeneutical etymology. As stated earlier, it is most significant to note here that the authors of Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa explicitly
chose for the Tibetan translation based on the latter, hermeneutical
etymology, namely dgra bcom pa, 'who has defeated his enemies' for
use in the Buddhist context, and not mchod 'os pa 'worthy of praise',
which is based on the morphological analysis, but which is only allowed
in non-Buddhist usage. Once more, this shows the considerable
significance that the Buddhist scholastics attributed to this form of
etymology.

70. Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa entry 281, ed. Ishikawa 1990: 94, cf. also HSGLT 1 :
30-31.
71. Cf. HSGLT 1:22.
72. Op. cit. f. 1 Iv2; cf. sgra 'jug pa las don gtso bar byas, op. cit. f. 1 Ir5.
73. Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa entry no. 4, ed. ISHIKAWA 1990: 7-8, cf.
SIMONSSON 1957: 269-270, HSGLT 1: 21-22, RUEGG 1998: 120, SCHERRERSCHAUB 1999:71.
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Finally, the third passage from Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa is concerned with one of the approaches of dealing with redundancy due to
synonymy in the practice of translating.
Moreover, [as regards the third passage,] the meaning of the passage "mam
grans su gtogs pa'i" etc., in [the precepts on] the methods of translation, is
exemplified in [Mahä-]vyutpatti by the entries "[Skt.] pariskära ['equipment'] =
[Tib.] yo byad ['tools / necessaries']" [i.e Mahävyutpatti entry no. 5887] and
"[Skt.] upakarana ['instrument / commodity'] when not combined [with the
above synonym] = [Tib.] yo byad, but when combined [with the above synonym]
= [Tib.] 'tsho chas ['tools / necessaries']" [i.e. Mahävyutpatti entry no. 5888].
The meaning of this is that when the terms pariskära and upakarana occur
together and are combined, it would lead to the defect of repetition if one translated as "v0 byad yo byad' ['tool-tool']. Therefore it is necessary to translate
[such a combination] as "yo byad kyi "tsho chas" ['the necessaries of the tools']
or "yo byad dan 'tsho chas" ['the necessaries and the tools'].74
The lexicographical convention intended here, is that where the lexicon
supplies alternative translations for (more or less) synonymous Sanskrit
terms, so as to avoid repetition of terms in passages where the synonyms
are used contiguously. Such contextually determined alternative translations are usually marked by the provisional phrase 'when combined' or
'when not combined' Çdom na or ma 'dorn na), seil, combined or not
with the synonymous entry which precedes in the lexicon.
Si-tu offers two entries from Mahävyutpatti
as an example of this
convention:
Mahävyutpatti 5887: [Skt.] pariskära ('equipment')75 = [Tib.] yo byad ('tools /
necessaries')
Mahävyutpatti 5888: [Skt.] upakarana ('instrument / commodity')76 = [Tib.] yo
byad [or] 'tsho(g) chas ('tools / necessaries'); 'when not combined [with the

74. Dris Ian Nor bu'i me Ion, excerpt question no. 26, f. llv3-5: / yan 'gyur byed
pa'i tshul la mam grans su gtogs pa'i tes sogs kyi don ni I bye rtogs las I pa ri
skä rah yo byad I upaka ra nom I ma 'dorn na yo byad I 'dorn na 'tsho chas zes
'byun ba bzin te I de'i don yan pa ri skä ra dan I upaka ra nd'i sgra dag lhan
cig tu 'dug ein "dorn pa'i tshe yo byad yo byad ces par bsgyur na zlos pa'i skyon
yon bas yo byad kyi 'tsho chas sam I yo byad dan 'tsho chas zes par bsgyur
dgos pa Ita bu /; paraphrasing Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa, ed. ISHIKAWA
1990: 3, SlMONSSON 1957: 256-257: mam grans su gtogs pa'i tshig mams ni
ma 'dorn na min gan bod skad du spyir grags sin tshig tu gar bde bar gdags
so I 'dorn na so sor btags pa bzin du thogs sig /.
75. pariskära for class. Skt. pariskära, cf. EDGERTON 1953-2: 332.
76. upakarana: cf. MONffiR-WlLLIAMS 1899: 195, EDGERTON 1953-2: 133.
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above synonym]' = [Tib.] yo byad, 'but when combined [with the above
synonym]' = [Tib.] 'tsho chasJ1
Prof. SIMONSSON, in the first serious western investigation of this
section of Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa, had already drawn attention to the
fact that Mahävyutpatti availed itself of this device in several parts of
the lexicographical register. The example that Si-tu mentions here,
Mahävyutpatti 5887 and 5888, had escaped SlMONSSON's notice; we
can therefore add it to the latter's listing of instances where we find this
convention applied in Mahävyutpatti.1*
3.4. Textual criticism
The final item of hermeneutical interest that we will look at presently is
the practice of textual criticism with regard to Indo-Tibetan translations
continuing after the canonization of these translations. We know, for
instance, of text-critical work on certain Panca-raksä manuscripts by the
sixteenth-century scholar Skyogs-ston Lo-tsä-ba Rin-chen-bkra-sis (ca.
1495-after 1577) 79 who is best known as the author of the Li si 9i gur
khan dictionary.
Throughout the works of Si-tu Pan-chen we also find evidence of his
personal indefatigable efforts aimed at establishing reliable readings for
the numerous texts he has worked on. By collating different manuscript
versions and comparing different interpretations, he approached this in a
manner very similar to the techniques of modern day philology and
textual criticism.
We are granted a fascinating glimpse into the translator's workshop in
Si-tu's annotation to his translation of the
Vajra-Mahäkäla-astakastotra, a hymn to the Tantric deity Mahäkala. 80 This stotra, attributed to
the Täntrika Nägärjuna, consisting of the hymn proper in eight stanzas
77. SAKAKI (ed.) 1916-1925: 383: [5887] pariskärah [=] yo byad/yo spyad [5888]
upakaranam [=] yo byad 'tshog chas I ma 'dorn na yo byad I Çdom na) 'tshog
chas.
78. SIMONSSON 1957: 256-257.
79. Based on thus far unpublished materials by prof. Van der Kuijp, cf. VERHAGEN
1996: 279-280; for more data from these materials, of which it is as yet uncertain
where they will be published, cf. HSGLT 2: 102-104, 408-409.
80. Rdo rje nag po chen po'i bstodpa brgyad pa, Collected works vol. 7, title no.
10, margin title rgya, f. l-4v4; ed. SHERAB GYALTSEN 1990-7: 431-438. The
Sanskrit text of this stotra is edited in PANDEY 1994: 206-207; I am grateful to
Dr. Martin Boord for this reference, personal communication, London, October
2000.
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(hence astaka, 'octad' seil, of stanzas, in the title) with a ninth concluding verse enumerating the merits associated with the application of
this hymn, is included in a bilingual Sanskrit-Tibetan version in Si-tu's
collected works. 81 In the elaborate annotation included in this edition,
we see Si-tu weighing arguments pro and con certain readings or renderings, very much like a modern scholar would do, involving as many
Sanskrit manuscripts as he could trace, as well as the Tibetan translations
of this text that had been made before him.
Interestingly, he remarks in the colophon that the manuscripts he could
find in Nepal, notably in Svayambhü and Patan, were generally very
corrupt (cf. infra). From his annotations it is clear that he oftentimes
preferred the reading of older Indie manuscripts that were already in
Tibet to that of the Nepalese manuscripts that he himself had acquired
more recently. That he worked with a considerable number of manuscripts is demonstrated, for instance, by his reference to a variant in
"many Nepalese manuscripts and two old Tibetan manuscripts". 82 The
term Tibetan manuscript' here refers to Sanskrit manuscripts kept in
Tibet, not to Tibetan translations, for which a different designation is
used. In the colophon Si-tu remarks that he based his rendering 'on a
comparison of (an?) actual Indian manuscripts?) that had come to Tibet
in earlier times, and some bilingual 83 copies, along with numerous
corrupt manuscripts from Svayambhü and Patan [in] Nepal'. 84
Evidently Si-tu had at least two, possibly several different Tibetan
renderings at his disposal. He refers to 'gyur rnin, i.e. one (or more)
'old translation(s)', 8 5 and gsar 'gyur, one (or more) 'new translat i o n ^ ) ' . 8 6 The distinction may be seen as purely historical/chronological, which I consider the most likely, or it may be of a more
sectarian nature, distinguishing between versions belonging to the Rninma-pa canon or to the translation literature of the gsar pa, 'new' schools

81. The Sanskrit text here in Si-tu's Gswï 'bum is slightly different from the one
available in PANDEY (ed.) 1994.
82. bal po'i dpe man po dan bod dpe rnin pa gnis mams, op. cit. f. 3r6.
83. Tentative translation for Ms bid can.
84. Op. cit., f. 4v3: bod du snar by un ba'i rgya dpe dnos dan zal bsus Ms bid can
'ga' re I bal yul yam bu dan ye ran gi dpe dag min man po bcas go bsdur nas.
85. Op. cit. f. 2r6, 3v6: on f. 3r6 reference to sna 'gyur, 'early translation(s)'.
86. Op. cit. f. 4r6; 'gyur gsar f. 3v6.
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i.e. basically all schools of Tibetan Buddhism other than the Rniri-mapa, in casu the Bstan " gyur canon.
Moreover, he refers to ia lu*1 in all probability a rendering by Za-lu,
that is, most likely, Za-lu lo-tsä-ba Chos-skyon-bzan-po (1441-1528) or
another scholar associated with Za-lu monastery. It is evident that the
version by Za-lu is not a (or the) 'old translation'. 88 It seems plausible
that the 'Za-lu' and 'new' version are one and the same: in the passage
translated infra, the term gsar 'gyur is used contiguously with 'Za-lu'. I
take this as 'the new translation, namely [the one by] Za-lu', 89 but we
could also read this as an asyndetic construction meaning 'the new
translation and [the one by] Za-lu'.
Setting aside whether or not the Za-lu version and the 'new' version
are the same, it seems quite likely that Si-tu had more than two Tibetan
translations at his disposal. 90 It certainly was possible, taking into
account the fact that in the xylographie editions of Bstan " gyur at least
four distinct translations of this hymn have been included. 91 Information
on the translator(s) is available for only one of the four (Peking title

87. Op. cit. f. Iv6, 3r3, 3r6, 3v3, 4r6.
88. Note the reference to the 'early translation(s) and [the one by] Za-lu', op. cit. f.
3r6: sna 'gyur dan ia lu.
89. Compare in this connection also a passage in the colophon which could be interpreted as 'translation corrected by Za-lu' (ia lu lo tsas 'gyur bcos pa, op. cit. f.
4v3), which could indicate that the Za-lu version is a later revision of (an) earlier
translation(s). Note, however, that a different interpretation of this passage is also
possible, cf. infra.
90. Note in this connection the reference to 'all new and old translations'(op. cit. f.
3v6: 'gyur gsar rnin thams cad la), where the use of the quantifier thams cad
seems to point to a higher total number than two.
91. (1) Dpal nag po chen po'i bstod pa rkan pa brgyad pa ies bya ba (*Srïmahäkälasya stotra-asta-mantra-nämaI *Sri-mahäkäla-asfa-pada-stotra-näma;
Derge Bstan 'gyur, Rgyud " grel, vol. sa f. 268vl-269r7, Tohoku catalogue title
no. 1773; Peking Bstan 'gyur, Rgyud ' grel, vol. la f. 293v2-294v3, Otani repr.
title no. 2639), (2) Dpal nag po chen po'i bstod pa rkan pa brgyad pa ies bya ba
(*Sri-mahäkäla-stotra-padästaka-näma; Derge ibid. f. 272r7-273r6, title no.
1778; Peking ibid. f. 298r4-299r6, title no. 2644), (3) Dpal nag po chen po la
bstod pa rkan pa brgyad pa ies bya ba (*Srî-mahakalasyasta-mantra-stotranâma\ Derge ibid. f. 273r6-274r6, title no. 1779; Peking ibid. f. 299r6-300vl,
title no. 2645) and (4) Rdo rje nag po chen po'i bstod pa brgyad pa (*Vajramahäkälästaka-stotra; Derge ibid. f. 274r6-275r5, title no. 1780; Peking ibid. f.
300v2-301v4, title no. 2646). In all four versions *Nägärjuna is given as the
author.
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no. 2645, Derge title no. 1779), which was prepared by the Indian yogin
Sn-vairocana-vajra and the Tibetan translator Diri-ri Chos-grags. 9 2 1
have not been able to trace precise dates for these translators, who have
collaborated on one other translation in Bstan 'gyur,93 whereas the
Indian master, also known as Vairocana-vajra or Avadhüti-vairocanavajra, has single-handedly produced seven further translations, all contained in the Bstan 'gyur canon. 94 Both masters are included in one of
the historiographical sections of Si-tu's dkar chag to the Sde-dge BkcC
'gyur, namely in the lists of scholars active in the Phyi dar period, 95 the
former as no. 39 in the listing of Indian pandits, 96 the latter as no. 47 in
the list of Tibetan translators. 97 So, we can only say they belong to the
Phyi dar period, starting from the eleventh century, and judging by their
place in this approximately chronological listing, they would appear not
to have belonged to the very first part of that period. A more detailed
investigation of the correlations between the variants mentioned by Si-tu
and the corresponding passages in the extant canonical versions would

92. Colophon Peking 2645: rgya gar gyi mkhan po go sa la 'i mal "byor pa sri bai
ro tsa na badzra dan I bod kyi lo tsa ba bande din ri chos grags kyis bsgyur ein
zus te gtan la phab pa'o II, f. 300vl.
93. Dpal nan son thams cad yons su sbyon bd"i rgyud las phyun ba spy an ma'i nan
son sbyon ba'i cho ga, *Srî-sarva-durgati-parisodhana-tantroddhrta-locanadurgati-sodhana-vidhi, Peking Bstan-'gyur, Rgyud'grel vol. di f. 29v2-33v5,
Otani repr. title no. 2771.
94. Do ha mdzod kyi 'grel pa, *Doha-kosa-panjikä, Peking Bstan 'gyur, Rgyud
'grel vol. mi f. 199r7-231r5, Otani repr. title no. 3101; Ka kha'i do ha ies bya
ba, *Kakhasya doha-nâma, Peking ibid. vol. tsi f. 66r8-68v4, title no. 3113; Ka
kha'i do ha'i bsadpa bris pa, *Kakhasya doha-tippana, Peking ibid. f. 68v478r2, title no. 3114; Tshigs su bead pa Ina pa, *Panca-sarga-näma, Peking ibid.
f. 147r4-147vl, title no. 3127; Dpal birbapa'i tshigs rkan brgyad cu rtsa bzipa,
*Srï-virûpa-pada-caturas'iti, Peking ibid. f. 149rl-150r4, title no. 3129; Do ha
mdzod, *Doha-kosa, Peking ibid. f. 250v8-252v2, title no. 3150 and 'Jig rten
gsum las mam par rgyal ba 'phags ma sgrol ma bsgrub pa'i thabs ies bya ba,
*Trailokya-vijayärya-tärä-sädhana-näma, Peking ibid. vol. phu f. 214rl-217vl,
title no. 4710.
95. Collected works, vol. 9, f. 191v4-191v5: de Ita bu'i bde bar gsegs pa'i bka' srol
chen po bod kyi yul du 'dren tin sky on bar mdzadpa'i lo pan gyi tshogs ci tsam
tig by on pa yin ce na (...) bstan pa phyi dar gyi dus su rgya gar gyi pandi ta
[192rl-192r6] (...), f. 192r6: de bzin du lo tsä ba yan (...), f. 192v4: phyi dar la
[192v4-193v6] (...).
96. Op. cit. f. 192r3: bai ro tsa na ba dzra.
97. Op. cit. f. 193r3: din ri chos grags.
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undoubtedly be of considerable interest, yet would go far beyond the
scope of the present article.
Si-tu Pan-chen is very dismissive of the translation by Za-lu, stating at
one point that it "seems to deviate to a great extent from the meaning". 98
A critical attitude with regard to the work of predecessors is typical for
Si-tu Pan-chen in general. We find him critizing well-known translators
and scholars such as Son-ston Rdo-rje-rgyal-mtshan (born c.
1 2 3 5 / 1 2 4 5 ) , " Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub ( 1290-1364), i°o Thugs-rje-dpal
(late fourteenth / early fifteenth century), 101 Za-lu Chos-skyon-bzan-po
(1441-1528), 1 0 2 Târanâtha Kun-dga'-snin-po (1575-?)103 and 'Dar-lotsä-ba Nag-dban-phun-tshogs-lhun-grub (1633?-?), 104 usually in connection with Si-tu's own revision of, or improvement on their earlier
efforts.
By way of a telling example of Si-tu's approach, compare the annotation Si-tu supplies in connection with the final sloka of the hymn:
After I had carefully considered the structure [lit. course] and appropriate
meaning of the words and cases in the verse, which expounds the benefits of the
recitation of this hymn, I translated it thus.
However, [the translation of] that [verse] of [= in] the [more] recent translation, namely105 the [one by] Za-lu, seems to [lit. be very unrelated] deviate to a
great extent from the meaning [of the verse].
Upon examination of the old[er] translation(s), it appeared that [in the
manuscript(s) on which this / these translation(s) was / were based] instead of the

98. Op. cit., f. 4v6: gsar 'gyur ia lu'i de ni don sin tu mi "brel bar snan; for context,
cf. passage infra. A passage in the colophon could be read as a statement that
Si-tu's translation contains 'corrections on the translation by Za-lu', op. cit., f.
4v3: ia lu lo tsas 'gyur bcospa.
99. Cf. HSGLT 2: 110; on Son-ston in general, cf. HSGLT 1: 87.
100. Cf. HSGLT 2: 107-108, 110, 178; on Bu-ston in general, cf. e.g. HSGLT 1:
94-96.
101. Cf. HSGLT 2: 173, 177-178; on Thugs-rje-dpal in general, cf. HSGLT 1:
145-146.
102. Cf. HSGLT 2: 173, 177-178; on Za-lu lo-tsâ-ba in general, cf. HSGLT 1:
146-151.
103. Cf. HSGLT 2: 178; on Târanâtha in general, cf. e.g. HSGLT 1: 152-154.
104. Cf. HSGLT 2: 120-122, 178; on 'Dar-lo-tsâ-ba in general, cf. HSGLT 1:
154-157.
105. Alternative translation: "(•••) the [more] recent translation(s) and the [one] by
Za-lu seem to (...)".
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passage sarvajnam tasya106 there was a different [reading], but I have not found
[this reading in] a manuscript.
Elsewhere [in the text], in some Nepalese manuscripts there appear to be
minor variations in parts [lit. corners] of words, but as the reading according to
the Tibetan manuscripts [i.e. the manuscripts kept in Tibet] makes good sense, I
have [followed] the reading according to these [Tibetan manuscripts].107
First of all, we note his critique of the translation by Za-lu lo-tsä-ba. He
then concludes that the "older" Tibetan translation(s) in this particular
verse must be based on a version with a different reading for two words,
which he has not found attested in the Sanskrit manuscripts available to
him. Finally, he reports disregarding minor variations in Nepalese
manuscripts in favour of the reading found in the older manuscripts kept
in Tibet, on account of the latter reading making the best sense. This one
brief example demonstrates quite clearly how Si-tu approached his
editorial task with a degree of objectivity and accuracy surprisingly close
to our modern standards.
4. Concluding

observations.

The huge personal experience which the eighteenth-century polymath
Si-tu Pan-chen Chos-kyi-'byun-gnas had gained in his tireless efforts to
perfect the craft of translating made him acutely aware of hermeneutical
issues. A few of these have passed in review.
First we considered some instances where etymology was used as a
means for the interpretation and analysis of terms. We have seen two
distinct trajectories there, one strictly according to the traditions of
grammar, the other the approach of the 'hermeneutical etymology'. We
have seen evidence how these two modes of analysis were considered as
106. The final päda of the concluding, ninth verse reads in Si-tu's edition: sarvajnam
tasya nityam dina-nisi matulam näsayed vighna-jälam (op. cit. f. 4vl); with
some variants in ed. PANDEY (1994: 207): sarvajna-tvam ca nityam dina-nisamatulam nasyate vighna-jätam. The variant reading which Si-tu may have had in
mind here is the one reflected in two canonical versions as sa steri(s) dan ni
mtho ris su, 'on earth and in the heavens' (Peking no. 2644, f. 299r5 and Peking
no. 2645, f. 300r8) for which no equivalents can be found in Si-tu's Sanskrit, or
in ed. PANDEY (1994: 207) for that matter.
107. Op. cit., f. 4r6-4vl: bstod pa bklag pa'i phan yon bstan pa'i tshigs bead "'di
rnam dbye dan tshig gi 'gros dan don thob la legs par brtags nas 'di Itar
bsgyur ba y in gyi I gsar 'gyur ia lu'i de ni don sin tu mi 'brel bar snan I 'gyur
rniri la brtags nas sarba dznam ta sya tes pa'i thad 'dir gfan zig yod ' dra yan
dpe ma rfted I gzan bal dpe 'gar tshig zur ' dra min phran bu snarï yan I bod
dpe Itar byas pa legs par rtog pas de bzin byas pa lags.
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complementary methods, not as mutually exclusive, and how they were
frequently used contiguously. Considerable value was attached to the
'hermeneutical etymology' within the traditional scholastical interpretations of the Buddhist sacred scriptures, in particular as this type of
etymology brings to light contextual semantical aspects of the Buddhist
idiom, which will not be elucidated through mere grammatical morphological analysis.
In his investigation of parts of the edict regarding the Sanskrit-Tibetan
translating activities in the eighth-century Sgra sbyor bam po gnis pa,
Si-tu Pan-chen inter alia discussed three approaches vis-à-vis the translating of individual terms, one of which is again based on the so-called
'hermeneutical' or nirukta-type etymology.
Finally, we have observed evidence of Si-tu Pan-chen continuing the
practice of textual criticism, even at such a late date when an extensive
translated literature had been well-established and long since canonized
in Tibetan Buddhism. His rigorous well-considered handling of these
matters is a fine demonstration of Si-tu's linguistic expertise.
I might add here that a number of bilingual Sanskrit-Tibetan versions
are contained in Si-tu's collected works. 108 Bilingual editions were not
unknown in Tibet, both within as well as outside of the Buddhist
canon. 1 0 9 They are in general of course useful sources for the textual
study of Indie Buddhism. Notwithstanding the intrusion of errors due to
108. E.g. (1) the Candra-vyakarana sutra text (Gsun 'bum vol. 1, 61 ff.; facs. ed.
SHERAB GYALTSEN 1990-1: 201-323; cf. HSGLT 2: 129-132), (2) The
Kätantra dhätupätha {Gsun 'bum vol. 1, 28 ff.; facs. ed. SHERAB GYALTSEN
1990-1: 2-55; cf. HSGLT 2: 106-109), (3) Dandin's Kävyädarsa, (Gsun 'bum
vol. 6, 51 ff.; facs. ed. SHERAB GYALTSEN 1990-6: 629-731), (4) the Tara
hymn Mrtyu-vancanopadesa (Gsun 'bum vol. 7, 31 ff.; facs. ed. SHERAB
GYALTSEN 1990-7: 1-62), (5) the Vajra-mahäkälästaka-stotra mentioned above
(Gsun 'bum vol. 7, 4 ff.; facs. ed. SHERAB GYALTSEN 1990-7: 432-438),
(6) the Sruta-bodha treatise on prosody (Gsun 'bum vol. 7; 9 ff.; facs. ed.
SHERAB GYALTSEN 1990-7: 465-481, slokas bilingual).
109. By way of random examples one might mention, within the canon, Täranätha's
incomplete version of Prakriyä-caturä (cf. HSGLT 1: 117-118), Ksemendra's
Bodhisattvävadäna-kalpalatä (cf. VAN DER KUIJP 1996: 401) and the Balimälikä translation by Za-lu lo-tsâ-ba in Bstan ' gyuur (with partial intralinear
Tibetan translations of the mantras, Peking Bstan 'gyur Mdo 'grel vol. po f.
279vl-288v4, title no. 5901), and outside of the canon, Täranätha's bilingual
version of the Särasvata sütras (HSGLT 2: 104-106), and extra-canonical prints
of popular dhäranl or mantric materials such as the Manjusrï-nama-samgïti,
often containing the Indie text in some form of ornamental script.
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the xylographical transmission, I would say that, taking into consideration Si-tu Pan-chen's philological acumen and the wealth of sources
available to him, the bilingual materials in Si-tu's collected works constitute particularly valuable documents for the present-day Buddhologistphilologist.
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